Public Development Banks (PDBs) have generally been successful in achieving their roles, particularly in driving structural transformation and innovation. If capital adequacy and sufficient financial resources are important, other conditions are equally crucial:
- Improved monitoring tools, incorporating environmental and social considerations, are needed,
- PDBs should shift from being passive project funders to proactive initiators, assisting their client and collaborating more with the private sector.
- Focusing on the real economy and employing tailored financial instruments can maximize PDBs’ developmental impact, with direct loans, guarantees, and equity instruments playing vital roles.

To achieve the Paris Agreement goals, the PDBs, and mainly the national ones, with limited capacity need to be assisted in making progress towards the mentioned above objectives. The SE will explore the means that may be deployed to assist needy PDBs. It will also present the last initiatives taken by IDFC in the field of climate to support PDBs inside and outside IDFC constituency.

| Name of the organization and contact details | IDFC CF Mustapha KLEICHE |
| Co-organizers | /E3G/ECF/GROWALD |
| Description of objective, content and expected outcomes of the session | Public Development Banks (PDBs) have generally been successful in achieving their roles, particularly in driving structural transformation and innovation. If capital adequacy and sufficient financial resources are important, other conditions are equally crucial:  
- Improved monitoring tools, incorporating environmental and social considerations, are needed,  
- PDBs should shift from being passive project funders to proactive initiators, assisting their client and collaborating more with the private sector.  
- Focusing on the real economy and employing tailored financial instruments can maximize PDBs’ developmental impact, with direct loans, guarantees, and equity instruments playing vital roles.  
To achieve the Paris Agreement goals, the PDBs, and mainly the national ones, with limited capacity need to be assisted in making progress towards the mentioned above objectives. The SE will explore the means that may be deployed to assist needy PDBs. It will also present the last initiatives taken by IDFC in the field of climate to support PDBs inside and outside IDFC constituency. |
| Run of show and Speakers | Opening speech: Edgardo Alvarez – General Secretary of ALIDE  
Introduction M. Kleiche  
Moderation: Claire Eschalier – I4CE  
Overview of supports needed by PDBs: Presentation of the survey carried out for the preparation of the C2FTOB - NEW Climate / RENAC ?  
Presentation of IDFC FC support main programmes:  
- Laura Sobagal – E3G Paris agreement alignment assessment  
- Selected consultant (ongoing to date) - Climate Finance Fast Track On Boarding Programme (C2FTOB),  
- M. Kleiche Program for Empowering PDBs in Sustainable Energy (PEPSE)  
Dialogue with PDBs panel: 5/6 panelists: BICE (cd), CDG (cd), CDP (tbc), Cabei, IDC (cd), DBSA (tbc) CAF (tbc)  
Closing remarks:  
Ariane Cornu-Joab (European Climate Foundation) and Carolina Aguirre (Growald) |
| Support seek from the Climate Facility | Facilitate online participation (speakers and audience) |
| Technical Organization | Please describe |